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The four time #1 best-selling fantasy sports author, FanDuel Insider writer and Sirius/XM Fantasy

Sports Radio host Joe Pisapia is back again for the NFL season with the ALL NEW Fantasy

Football Black Book 2015 Edition!"Pisapia's ideas and concepts on relative value are some of the

smartest things I've read on this topic in all my years playing fantasy. -- Will Carroll, FanDuelâ€œJoe

takes a complex problem fantasy owners have and comes up with an easy-to-understand solution.

Better yet, his concept of Relative Position Value works for any fantasy format with any number of

teamsâ€¦With the Black Book, they get the full instruction manual.â€• --Steve Gardner, Senior

Fantasy Editor for USA Today Sports â€œWhen I started playing fantasy football back in 1986, I was

told there would be no math. That's changed. But it doesn't mean I have to be the guy doing the

math. In fact, Joe Pisapia and the Fantasy Black Book have all of us covered. If you're a

value-based drafter (and if you're not you should be), Joe's "Relative Position Value" is something

you should pay close attention to. I do!â€• â€“Bob Harris Senior Editor Football Diehards"In a world

full of advances statistics, Joe Pisapia has a knack for demonstrating which numbers really matter

when it comes to dominating your fantasy football competition. The Fantasy Football Black Book is

a must-own for all fantasy owners looking to get an edge." â€“Mike Dempsey Host of Jaguars Today

1010XL, Host of Football Diehards and Runninâ€™ w/ MJD Sirius/XM Fantasy Sports

Radioâ€œReading Joe's work is sort of like being in on a great fantasy secret.â€•--Nando DiFino,

Executive Producer FNTSY Network In 2015, Joe has returned with complete RPV percentages for

all players in standard, PPR and 2 QB leagues, as well â€œRPV per Dollarâ€• for DFS players which

is changing the daily fantasy game!The 2015 Football Black Book edition includes: * Over 300+

player profiles * Expanded RPV for all league styles and formats * 2015 Draft Strategies for all

formats including Dynasty Leagues * Most overrated/underrated players, 2015 Draft Class in

ReviewAND*RPV PER DOLLAR for DFS! With a little help from his friends: Evan Tarracciano from

RotoExperts, co-host of â€œThe Fantasy Black Book Showâ€• on Sirius/XM and the Fantasy

Insiders â€œGPP Podcastâ€• Dan Strafford and Fantasy Football guru Bill Barker; Joe Pisapia and

his team will give you new insights and strategies that will put you in a different class of fantasy

owner. Whether you're new to fantasy football or a grizzled veteran looking for a leg up on the

competition, the Black Book is the place to start and end your preparation!
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Another outstanding contribution to the world of those who love sports and the statistics behind it.

Joe Pisapia's baseball black book introduced me to the concept of relative position value and with

my rudimentary grasp I've been able to dominate this year's fantasy league. I'm looking forward to

follow up with football this fall. Beyond the RPV explainer, the author walks through different drafting

styles based on league type and provides multiple lists that serve as research for your draft day:

Overrated/Underrated, Rookies, as well as position by position rankings.

The formatting is a disaster. It starts out okay and then as soon as players and numbers are

supposed to be aligned it becomes a mess. Numbered lists don't start at 1., Player's names are

unaligned and the numbers that are supposed to be next to them are scattered above and

below.Also, there doesn't seem to be a mention of where the 2015 RPV values are coming from. It

makes sense in the examples using the 2014 stats, but it would be nice to have more info on where

they're getting their data for 2015 to calculate RPV.

This publication may have some useful information, but it is impossible to tell because the rendering

on Kindle is so bad. Running back charts that leave out the top 12 and start at number 13, columns

that don't line up, the whole thing is an unreadable, unprofessional mess. I am contacting customer



service to get my money back. Save yourself from that hassle and don't order this POC in the first

place.

The Fantasy Black Book just keeps getting better! The start of using RPV for baseball has found it's

way into football and this year's edition is worth every penny! No need to waste so much money on

magazines that just give you the same stats and crappy generic comments. Joe, Bill, Dan and Evan

do a great job of sharing their views for you to make educated decisions on your fantasy football

path to championships regardless of league format. I love that the guys just don't always

agree...what fun would that be in your league! You can tell they have done their homework and

have a love of the game. This is the book if you love it too!

This book makes fantasy football feel less like bingo. It's concise, easy to digest, and genuinely

improves the way I value players. It will take an average or even below-average fantasy football

player and turn them into a shark. I have purchased Joe's books in the past and I've enjoyed a ton

of success. Also, Dan Strafford is a writer in the book, which is excellent because Strafford is the

GOAT.

Bought this after hearing Joe on the radio. Very thin on useful information for general DFS play. This

book is designed to be used with FanDuels online strategy resources and if your not a paid Fan

Duel customer you can'tng used those.

This is the only Fantasy Football guide you need for 2015 and the years beyond.I have taken Joe's

methods from his Fantasy Baseball Black Book which help me when 4 out of 5 leagues last year

and applied them to Fantasy Football. There is no doubt in my mind Joe's insight and methods will

make me a winner in Fantasy Football this year!!

If the Greatest of all time Muhammad Ali was not a man, but a book to help you win your fantasy

football league, he would be this book. This is by far the most useful tool when it comes to your

fantasy league. The RPV that was developed by Joe Pisapia has single handedly helped me to win

my league, hands down. I can honestly say that because it can tailored exactly to your league, you

can't go wrong, you simply can't. While your other league owners are looking at the same old

generic lists, you can stay 10 steps ahead of them by breaking down each position based on their

RPV for your league while taking advice from fantasy experts in the book. The Fantasy Black Book



is hands down the greatest of all time.
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